
 

 

SENIOR PLANNER 

 

The Job 

 

From the simplest idea to the most complex strategy, creativity is the only way to prosper in 

an increasingly competitive world. It differentiates, entertains and persuades. Creativity, in 

the form of ideas, stories and messages, has the power to capture people's imaginations and 

move them to change their views, make choices and take action. And when integrated into 

people's lives, meaningfully, creative ideas connect, get shared and inspire action.  That's 

why creativity is at the heart of our agency. 

 

Your role, as a Planner at McCann Bristol, is to help find the powerful truths and insights that 

will shape our creativity. In the words of Harry McCann, it’s to deliver the “Truth Well Told”.  

You’ll be working alongside digital strategists, researchers and brand planners, helping to 

craft strategies for big brands on a range of integrated projects. 

 

This is a position to own and make your own. You will be at a stage in your career where you 

are used to working autonomously on your own clients and new business. At the same time, 

you will have the support and mentorship of a wonderful and experienced strategy team 

across Bristol, Birmingham, London and the world. 

 

You’ll be expected to:  

- Attend meetings with clients to take briefs, interrogate them and scope projects 

- Devise brand, communications and/or creative strategies from scratch 

- Prepare cogent and compelling strategic presentations 

- Write creative briefs and inspire creatives throughout the development process 

- Design and facilitate creative and/or strategic workshops 

- Work on new business pitches 

- Commission and manage primary research 

- Interpret qualitative and quantitative data to pull out valuable and actionable insights 

- Drive effectiveness of communications through rigorous measurement and evaluation  

- Write effectiveness awards entries 

- Develop and deliver new learning or insight for colleagues and clients 



- Demonstrate a commercial understanding of how clients and agencies make money 

and develop the ability to “sell in” strategic projects internally and externally  

 

 

You’ll need to be: 

 

- At a mid to senior level in a strategy role 

- Working in an agency or a marketing role, for 5+ years 

- IT literate, numerate and organised  

- Up to speed on the latest strategic and creative thinking and best practice 

- A lateral thinker and a logical problem solver  

- Confident in your convictions 

- Able to communicate clear and compelling arguments 

- Entrepreneurial 

- Pragmatic and good humoured 

- An excellent listener and even better collaborator 

- Calm under pressure  

- Creative  

- Curious  

 

 

 


